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Intr oduction 

SCOPE, PROBLEMS, AND POTENTIAL VALUE 

OF DEEP CORE DRILLING IN ICE SHEETS 

by 

Henri Bader 

This report is an attempt to show that the Project on Deep Core Drilling in Ice is 
of quite exceptionally high geophysical interest, and that it is worth all the suppc)'!'t that 
can be mustered. 

Planning, fundi~g, and execution of a number of as sociated field an<;llC;lboratory , 
projects require more attention by more agencies and individuals than heretofore. The 
undertaking should be designated as a major scientific effort in U.S. polar research, 
important to geophysics and of considerable value to the international scientific prestige 
'of the U.S. A. It should naturally corne under the auspices of the ,Office of Antarctic 
Programs of the National Science Foundation and its advisory ,Panel on Glaciology, 
Committee on Polar Research, National Acade,my of Sciences. USA CRI:tEL, the ,vari
ous institutes doing polar research, and ,interestecl individual investigators have much 
of the necessary technical and scientific ,capability for execution. Agoodprogram 
would require support for a period of 5 ,to 10 years at a total cost of perhaps 2 to 4 
million dollar s. 

Brief history 

The Project was begun in J 956 by USA SlPRE' as a contribution to :th,eI. ,G. Y. 
Four holes from 300 to 400 m were cored by modifie,d,conventional eql.1ipment: two at 
Site 2 ,Greenland;one at Byrd Station, Antarctica; and one at Little ,America, Artarc
tica. The results of measurements on'these holes and cores were ,.5 I.1fiiciently inter
est\ing to justify post-JGY continuation of the project by SIPRE (now USACR'REL) with 
NSF support. A test hole 2000 m deep was to be sunk at CampCenturl' Green)an4, 
in 1961. The thermal coring tool wa,s lost at 200 m; excellent core (48 11 diam) wacs 
being pullecl. A new improved tool was ,built by 'CRREL" and thermal drilling was 
resumed at Century in April L962. If the Century test is technicaV,y satisfactory, 
present plans call for drilling to the bottom ,of the ice sheet at Byrd (2700m?) and 
'then at the South Pole (2500m?), beginning at the endof 1,963. ' 

Technical, problems 

Loss of the tool in 1961 was mainly due to two inadequacies in design. One'lay in 
the choice of-the means of removing the rnelt water from the drill ring tip. It wa.s 
pumped into a tank above the c.ore barrel, where some wa.s e:rnulsified in the oil, so 
that it could flow out and refreeze on the' ice wall, greatly increasing the force neces s,ary 
to pull, out the coring tool. 

The other was ,a weakness in the attachment of the coring, tool to the, cable; it had 
withstood dry testing, but failed in the ,oil..;filled hole. The, trouble was eliminated in 

, the new tool by having a piston in the cylinclrical water tank. The piston rod rests on 
the top of the core. There is no pump and melt water is completely retained. T'hermal 
coring by melting with an electrically heated annulus was originally chosen in prefer
ence to a cable-supported mechanical corer because development promised to be faster 
and cheaper. It was learned much later that a small-diameter cable-supported mechani
cal drill had been developed and used successfully in rock. 

It is recommended that funds be made available to further develop and construct a 
mechanical coring drill for two reasons. One is that the project could continue if the 
t~ermal coring should turn out to be unreliable. The other is that coring could be con
tInued below the bottom of the clean ice into the boundary layer (perhaps debris-laden 
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ice) through basal moraine (if any) into bedrock.' Design and construction of the 
mechanical drill could best be done by contract through CRREL. 

It is possible that extraordinary ice conditions (structure and texture) may be en
countered which would cause the hole to close relatively rapidly at some level. The 
hole could then perhaps be saved by placing casing at that level only. 

There is today no reason to suspect that the project would encounter insurmount
able technical difficulties. 

C'onditiori's':at the glacier bed 

These are not known, but one can usefully speculate in order to prepare for some 
pos sible, ev~nts. 

Itis"s,afe, to assume that the material at the bed will be at a, pressure essentially 
equal to the load pressure.' Then we have perhaps three possibilities: 

,; , 1. ,the mat~rial is solid. It is then also almost' certain)y of low permeability. 
This" would be t,he case if the tempera(ure is under' the melt~ng point of ice at prevailing 
pressure. T,ben th~reis no problem. 

, ", , " "'" ) 

'Z;Thematerial is solid arid gaseous. Tt is conceivable that we may hit dry' 
natural gas .' The consequences would depend'on the size ,0£ the tappable gas vofume, 
and could,be serious if it is large. In view of this' eventuality alone, ,the pressure of 
the liquid in the hole should always be slightly more, and never less, than the ice~ 
load pressure. -----

Under this condition, the volume of the hole may constantly increase somewhat 
faster than make-up, volume for material removed by drilling. The liquid level must 
be monitored, and any sudden raising or lowering- should ririg an alarm. The drilling 
crew must then be rea'dy to, seal ,the hole to prevent development ofa gusher. The 
tapping-, of the gas would most likely happen during a coring run, arid would'perhaps 
only rev'ealitself by abn'ormali'y low cable, tension while th,e tool is being'raised; Per
haps the be s t' r er:nedy would· be to have ,an inflatable plug between' the tool and the 
cable . .' This 'problem mustbe thbroughlyinvestigated. 

'.3,~ The r~aterial is solid,,'liguid anq ga~eous. Measureme:~ts of temperature 
as the hole is sunk will indicate, whether, liquid water may be present., ',Wet ice is ther
rnally u'nconductiv'e, hence if water is present,' it wiil be the pr?duc;:t,'o(geothermal 
nlelting ± frictional heating of ice. ' If the' glacier 1's mo're than 600 m thick, all the air 
in the bubbly ice is dissolved in the melt water, so that if we hit water",nothing should 
happen beyond a lowering of the liquid level to establish pressure equilibriurn at the 
bottom of the ho,le., A somewhat tnore dra'matic speculation on what could be expected 
is given-in' the following abstratt from'IIGlaciologyll by A. P. Kapitsa'and 1.' A.: 
Zotikov; Moscow, Nedelya No. 49; December 1961, page l~: " 

"Igor Alekseyevich Zotikov, a pa:di'~ipant on the Fourth Anta:~ct~cExp~dition, ,has 
developed a hypothesis concerning certain aspects of the Antarctic ice cap. He states 
that the ice'is continually thawing'from the bottom and that ~his 'thawing is particuiarly 
pronounced in the central parts' of the continent;' whereas it' does riot occur near the 
coast., The thicker the overlying ic'e, the warrtterit' will be underneath it. The thaw
ing' oc c ur s due to heat flux fr.om the 'ea rth' s inte rio r.' Beneath the th~c.~, mantle' of ~c e 
the surface contains many basins ane+, depreSSIons which are filled with water. The 
ice of the c'entral ,Antarctic 'is porous":" at certain depths the poresbe~oming closed 
air bubbles. At a depth 6£ th'reekilometers the pressure becomes 300 atmospheres. 
The stores of energy of the ccirnpressedair which has accumulate'd during'the time of 
the existence of the icecap is tremend.ous and could turn the giant turbines of a great 
electric power, ~tation for rnany thousands of years. II 
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,Measurements, etc., to be made on the hole 

a. During boring 

1) Temperature to 1/10 degree absol'-;lte, and to 1/ 100 d~gre~ centimeter 
differential at appropriate depths. 

2) Change s in liquid level between "shifts. 

3) Fluid pressure, to be checked against load pressure; calculated from 
core densities. 

4) Filter melt water from each run and retain filter and some wa:.ter 
samples. Thi"s may.notbe very useful unless the hole-fillir:gliquid is also f~ltered. 

3 

5) Keep appropriate drill log, with special mention of non-routine events .,. 

b. Immediately after hole is finished 

1) Register liquid level as function of time. Keep suppl)' of heavy and 
light liquid ready for corrective action. 

2) Rate of horizontal shear deformation at 'different levels, 'hegi~ning at 
bottom or· top."" Shear rate islcl..rger at bottom but there is aiso the danger of losing 
tool. Bottom first is preferable if ca"ble can be "pulled loose at inclinometer if it 
should jam. Knowledge of vertical distribution of horizontal shear strain rate is 
pertinent to knowledgec:>f flow lawoi. glacier. 

3) Change in hole diameter at same time as shear rate. This is per se 
relati vel y uninte re sting, but is chec k on hole condition if liquid fevel" change s rapidly. 
(Danger of pinching off, have casing ready.) , 

'4) Seismic velociti~"s by geophone s" in hole. 

c. If hole can be kept open for longer periods 

I) Vertical strain rate at different, levels. Pertinent to "flow law". 

2) Total vertical strain rate, by single wire from top to 200 m, frolYl, 
200 m to top of high ,shear rate level (if any) and from there to bottom .. Pertinent to 
general state of ice sheet, i. e., stationary, thickening or thinning. 

Measurements,etc., to be made on core 

a. Immediately after core is pulled 

1) Clean off fluid. 

2) Accurate spot denSIties for comparison with laterred~terminati6n. 

3) Stratigraphy. 

4) ,Observe cracking around air bubbles. 

5) Spot checks on structure and texture. 

6) Rate of dilation by relaxation. 

7) Pack some core pieces in pressurized containers to prevent dilation. 

8) Cut core lengthwise into halves, pack both separately for separate ship
ment. Samples to be usec;:l for analysis of enclosed air must be sealed hermetically. 

b. Later laboratory work 

1) Density, structure and texture. 

2) Stratigraphy in detail. 

3) Air. bubble investigation. Mean pressure, pressure distribution function, 
chemical and isotopic composition of air. 
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4) 

5) 

:6) 

7} 
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Chemistry of soluble impurities. 

Isotopic compo si tion of ic e. 

Electrical 'cpndu-ctivity of ice ,and melt water. 
\ 

Radioactivity of ice or reslidues. 

8) Btudy ,n.f insoluble particles. Concentration and si.ze dist.ribution. 
Nature ofpar,ticle s. 

9') De'termination ,of age by am availa!blemeans. 

'lO~} Deterni:ination ,of annual in'cr,ementsand correction for strain :(thinning 
or thickening). 

'II} ,Or,ganic :content. ,Biology. 

Determina'tidn 'of age '0'£ ice 

a.By counting of.annua11ayer-s 

Idenhfication:o'fannua11aye.rs is always ba'sed on Some difference ,between 
summer and ~winter layers. : All methods, except stratigraphy in s-now, are likely to 
fail in areas 0'.£ very 'low :accumulation. 

1) Stratigraphy. 'Here the ,existenc'e of slight summer thaw is a' great 
advantage, as is also a considerable difference in density between summer and winter 
snows. This method, generally restricted to snow laye:r, probably fails in ice., 

2) Oxygen isotope ratio . .Based on sumrner-wiriterdifference. 'May fail at 
greate r age if lattic e oxygen self ,diffus ion is high. If it is low, determination of paleo
surface temperatures 'is possible. Requires small samples, but is expensive. 

. .' . ' 

3) Fallout of terrestrial dust. 'Pick~d up ,and transp~rted by wind. There 
should be a summer-winter difference', easily determined on very small -samples. 
Sampling technique s critical. 

4) Specifi~ electrical conductance 0i melt water. Depends on ,summer-winter 
difference in ionic content. Easily measured on small samples. Sampling techniques 
c ri tical. 

5} Ratio of soluble salts. Summer-winter difference not very promising, 
but worth investigating. Expensive. Sample,s small, sampling technique critical. 

6) Fallout of cosmic material. 
meteoric showe r s. Worth inve stigating. 

\ 
Possible annual cycle associated with annual 
Necessary sample size unknown. 

b. Methods unrelated to counting of annual layers 

1) Tritium. Useless for ages larger than a few decades. Requires fairly 
large samples. 

2) Carbon 14 from air in bubble s. 'Very good for great age but requires 
samples of the order of tons, pos sibl y obtainabl'e- by melting out at' selected depths, 
which rna y 'be technically very diffic ult: to do without contamination. 

3) Long-lived natural unstable isotopes. Presently no more than a possibility. 

4) Fallout of cosmic material. Correlation with historic and cyclic prehis
toric events, such as recorded intense meteoric activity and comet approaches. De
pends on identification and separation of cosmic xnaterial. 

c. Determination of recent rate of accumulation in Antarctic low-accumulation 
areas where stratigraphic counting is unreliable 

1) Tritium. Determination of depth of 1954 layer if Castle shot fallout 
reached Antarctica. 
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2) Volcanic ,ash -fallout. Determination of 18841ayer (Krakat9a ash) if 
Arita,rctic volca:I;1os ~w,ere quies,cent at th,a.t time. 

Deter.mination .of total .strain :(due to flow deJormatioll) on core ice 

1) Str,ucture and textur.e. Not yromis ing. 

,2,) .Ai.r 1JI,lbble ,el~:mgation.W,o,rth investigating. 
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3) ,Cou,nt of par:tic.tes. It 'is possible .that some ,fraction of the insoluble 
par:ticles, eit.1:ler te~r~r,e'stiiai LJrcosmic, falls out at aco~s.tant rate. H ,this were true, 
themeasu,r,e-ciconc,entratio:n would boe inversely proportio;na:l to the rate of a,ccumulation. 
:If :the ,thicknes.s :of ·the an~ual layer ·can be ,dete,rmir,1ed, .then the total vertical strain is 
,calculable. 

Assoc.iated ta,sks 

Much ,p£ ·t1:le :glaciological interpretation 0.£ measur.ements on hole and core 
will.depend .on a nurnbe.rof things that IT1ust be done in the vicinity andupstrea~ from 
thehoJe. Thesear:e at least: 

·1) 'Measure.'tYlent of rate of :horizontal motion of .drill site, by accut.ate 
astroJixe s, tr:ilateration or ,geodetic satelli~e. 

2) ;Pre,para,tion of a map of Burface and bed cente.red on drill site. 

3) Determination of local rate of accumulation by pitwork and snow-stake 
farm. 

4) -Measurement of rate of accumulation upstream to divide, by pitwork. 

5) ,Determination of surface and bed profile upstream to divide. We must 
know ice thickness and surface and bed slopes. 

6) De.termination of horizontal surface strain rate vectors at several points 
between drill site al1.d divide. 

Choice of drHliIlg sites and drilling schedule 

It is obviously convenient to drill at existing camps where power and facilities are 
available, but such camps happen not to be located where the glaciological situation is 
simple. At Byrd, for instance, it is not even known in which direction the ice is flow
ing. If at all feas~ble, sites should be chosen where the glaciology is two-dimensional, 
i. e., where there are no strains normal to the plane containing the flow lines. 

It would also be very helpful if the vertical cross-section containing the flow lines 
intersected surface and bed in simple curves . It should be pos sible to find at least one 
such situation not too far from the divide in Greenland and to establish and support a 
small temporary summer camp there for one or two seasons. In Greenland, a hole 
can be sunk in one summer season, but hardly so in Antarctica. Over-wintering there 
will have to ·be at existing permanent stations. Location and scheduling after Century 
must be carefully considered in the light of available logistics. Drilling of a second 
hole in an optimum G.reenland location before moving to Antarctica would be desirable. 
An effort should be made to obtain the necessary military logistic support. 

It is suggested that after the hole at Century is successfully completed, a confer
ence on furfl'_er development of the deep drilling project be called by NSF or CRREL. 
A.II interested institutions and individuals should get together for a thorough discussion 
of means and ends. The scope of the project is so broad that it should be handled by a 
steering committee with power to allocate tasks and funds. 

Potential value of the project 

The wide ramifications of the project are evident from the foregoing notes. Its 
primary high value is to Glaciology, Paleoclimatology, and Meteoritic s .. It will also 
be a school for development of glaciologists and geophysicists. New methods and instru
ments will be devised to solve some of the problems raised. Glaciology will benefit 
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enormously from the data obtained, particularly that pertaining to the, present state 
of the ice sheet. From strain rate mea'surements our knowledge on how ice deforms 
will be greatly advanced, permitting a corresponding development in theory which (s 

'not only of scientific interest, but also applicable to engineering hydrology. . 

The view into the past will reach back.at least several tens of thousands of years. 
We will see such things as changes in rate of precipitation, temperatures, composition 
of the air, salt nuclei content and dlIstines 5 of the atrriosphe're,and freque'ncy of major 
volcanic eruptions. The change,s with time in c onc entration and natur e of meteoric 
fallout ·willbe of great intere stto Astrophysic s ,and per,haps nO,t'insignificant in relation 
to the technology of space exploration. ' . 

'A' gr'eat deal will depend' on the skill and imagination which individual investigators 
bring to bear on work with ice cores. Structure, texture and composition are the 
products of many interesting events, some of which can be reconstructed. 

Sheet glacier ice is unique as a thick continu0Us stratigraphic sequence reaching 
back at least many thousands of years, perhaps as many as 50 to 100 thousand years . 

. The relatively modest price of its detailed study 'will be well spent. 

This project is one that grips the imagination and creates enthusias~. It is a 
challenge which will attract high scientific talent. If well administered arid funded, 'it 
can become a focal point of polar research for a number 6f coordinated research acti
vities. 
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ESTIMATE OF AGE OF IG.E TO BE REACHED 

BY DEEP CORING 

. As suggested by John F. Nye 

There is not sufficient data on. conditions upstream;for anything exce'pt a first 
estimate, based on the assur;nptions that ice.thickness is constant, the rate of accumu
lation is constant, and the glacier is stationary. 

It is also assumed that the whcile ice sheet c~nsists :of bubble-free ice, an~ that 
the vertical. strain rate' is constant (Independent on depth). . 

A rate of ac'cumulation, g cm-2 year~l 

h ice thickness, cm 
'(idensity of pure ice,g cm-3 

£ verticaLstrain rate,' year-1 

y ,depth below surface, cm 
L thickness of annual layer, crn 
t age, years 

1 dL 
rdt 

A 
- 'I' h 

1 

The vertical downward velocity of an ice element at depth y is 

v = dy = rh~ dy =.!::... h-y . 
dt J 'I' h Y 1 

Eliminate A from eq 1 and 2 

dL _ 
L-

dy 
- h-y 

L 

where L 
s 

L h-y 
s ~ 

A . f 
- IS the thickness 0 the annual layer at the surface. 
'Ii 

We obtain age as a function 0 f depth by integrating eq 2 

h\{ i. h 
t = -A i.n--. h-y 

( 1 ) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

At constant vertical strain rate, the thickness of the annual layer as a function of 
time is 

L = L .R.. s 

A 
- --t 

\{.h 
1 

(5 ) 

The following table was calculated by eq 3 and 4, with the following parameters: 

Century 
Byrd 
South Pole 

h A 
meters . g cm2year-l 

2000 
2700 
2500 

31. 8 
15. 7 
6.6 
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Century Byrd South Pole 
y t L t L t L 

meters \ years ern years .em years ern 

0 0 34.6 0 16.9 0 7.2 
400 1290 27.7 2600 14.4 6000 6.0 
600 20·60 24.2 4000 13. 1 9500 5.5 
800 3000 20.8 5600 11. 9 13400 4.9 

1000 '4000 17. 3 7400 10.6 18000 4.3 
1200 530'0 13.8 940'0 . 9.4 23000 3.7 
1400 6900 10.4 11 700 8.2 2800'0 3.2 
1600 9300 6.9 14300 6.9 35000 2.6 
1800 13300 3.5 17600 5.6 44000 2.0 
2000 - - 22000 4.4 56000 1.4 
2200 27000 3. 1 73000 0.9 
2400 35000 1.9 - -

\ 
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S'FAt'10N GLACtOLOOY ANIY THE" D'E-EP' IjRllJLING' PROGRAM 

by 

Carf S:.' Be'r'l'son-

lntroduGtfi:On 
" " ' 

, ,The f6How/ittg pa'ra:g;raph's cohstitut.e a: fid;t d't'a'it of a Sfati;o'Tl' GI:ac'i'o'l'o'gy pro'g'ram: .. 
The c0'ttc'epf G,J Sta:t{oii: <Slia;,ciolog'y expressed! her'e i~ncl\:ide~ a:n' extend'e& area-6f at 
least 50 kni'rci.'diu5 which is1!0' be' stu'died< ea'ch' yea:r d'ur:i'n;g'the filfeti'me of the s'tati?n'. 
Prelimiina,ry d'i:s,c us-si'oll' 0£ tll'e'se" i:d:eas' by A.· i.~ (j-ow a:rid: mys"el'f tOok, pl'aee a't tB.e So'uth.' 
P01e- Stat'i:0w iOn' January f9:6Z:; oU'r' tliou:ghts se'err'led' to' be in a'tcoy"d with' ce:t"ta}iri; re·cfuiie..: 
m'ents'of: the 'propo'se'di die:ep' &rilHflg- pioj'ec,t wl1i;ch was d,is:cussed: at i:engih.! du.'rin'g:, tll'e' 
Glci}C {Grogy' Panel! ffl'e'e't!i'ng', in> Mactel\., F9!62'., 

'r opo,g ~a;phy 

0'lle: subject: o·£! nte' p;hfet d:i:s'eu'ssi'on' wa's a sl'ud'y of pa:ram'eters' su'ch' a's a'ccu~u:l!a''': 
fion a,rtd; rate, of f.low' '-'up's tire aR),'" flrorn: th'e Bore hol'e. It, was' ars'o pbi:Iifed out that' 
knowliedge 0B surf~:ce: r,elief featu;resin· al;l; dir'ecfi'ons t~o'rr'i' the bore' ll'ofe is' d'esiirable., 
S'everali scal'es' of relief' aiTe obs'erved: on both' fh:'e G'reenl:a!nd' a;nd Arita'rcticice sheets. 
First,. of' cour'se,l afe the l'ar'ge' reE:ef featu'res which.' show ulyon' reconna'i's'sa'nce maps. 
Secon:dl are' relii'ef- {eatll'reS such, a's ridges" tr'oughs, step~liike d!es'cents atong s,fopes,' , 
etc .. Dr. Li-ster mentioned the existence of a ridge-trough topography in some loca
tions along the trans -Antarctic expedition, with approximafely50 m a.mplitude and' 
20 krn from, crest t'o c,rest. Similar feafu,res were reported from Greenl'andRY 
Dr. Hoffma,nn a.f the Symposium' "PhYSical' Geogr'a'phy' of Greenl'and' " held in' Copen'''; 
ha:gen',. JulV 1960'., p(. £ii·ner sc'a1'e'oftreli'ef can' be' b:bserved within' diinerisions of 5.'km. 
Benney and) other"s'; porepar'ed: a' topographic' map: of a,n area 4'x 9 krh' near :s'yrd- Stafion~' 
Aritarctica:. They ohserv,edi f'eat't..ires' sirnila.:r tio those presented' in the map of' a 3-' x 5 
mil~ area nor-th' of S·de: 2: on' thE! Greenl'a:nd'ice she'e,t {-B'enson f9'S'9', Fig. 14)1. 

These. r'e-1:i'efi fE~atu'res control distribution, of accumulat'i6rion' a' meso' or'rhicrO' 
scal'e with higher a'ccumula6on: in' troughs than on' crest's. The sur'vey iIi EiI:PltE R:e"" 
search Rep·ort,.26' wa's initiated with the idea, of det;e'rmihin:g' the extent of this" control
on aCGUmuHitYon and' the' manner' of migration of the s e rel'ie£' f'eat'ure s'. The srna11e sf 
reliefi features: are sastrugi',. barchan--type dune s, ripple marks, etc. However,: 
these are often' ress' pronounced when'observed:in pit' walls thari' brithe sriow surface,· 
and; the mechanis'rh' 0.£: er"Os,ion' of s'astrugi and the re suIting variabilit'y of the snow" 
surface with: storms OT' seas'ons should be studied. , 

The imporfance of these relief' features can be illustrated' by ari example. As sume 
tliat accumulation .is' constant' for 500 years in a' given square area IOO km' on a side. 
Assumeal'so that!a,ridge andvalleytopograph.y exists in the, area andrriigrafes over 
the'su:dace at a rat:e unrelated to the flow of the ice itself'. Therefbre, its,rrtotibn 
rela:tive to· the bedrock will be different f~'om thaf of' a fixed· surface point' such as' 
Byrd Station. lhcie,ed" the ridges andfroughs will move past the station, and if the 
period"oft-ime between successive cr'ests is 50'years, one will observe a 50',;,y.ear' 
period for variation in' accumulation; When examining the core from such a station 
one would, of course~ not record variations in topography, but only var'iations in 
accumulation" even though accumulation had been' constant in the extended area around 
thestatioh. We s'hould: seek to learn'as much as pos sible about' the se surface features -
what causes them? How, and at what: rate do they move? Are they most pronounced 
on crests of lar'ge r'idges o'r on broad slopes?' Ar'e'they related to bedrock ir'r'egu
larities, flow characteristics, or solely due to wind? These and other que~tions may 
be considered. 

Diagenesis of snow strata 

Another important thing to observe at and around stations is the diagenesis of 
specific layers and annual units over a long time span. The physical characteristics 
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of given layers can be obser:v,ed during th,e entire lifetime 9~ the st~tio.n by digging pits 
every year at selected points. After a '5 or 10 year p'e'riod the pits will be dug through 
a sequence of annual units which have been studied intensively each year since their 
original deposition. This study will consist of the standard measurements of density'
ram hardness, temperature, grain size and description of strata, but it should also 
include 012/016 ratios of individual layers, particulate counts, electrical conductivity 
of melt water, tritium and deuterium counts, and other things as they are thought: of. 
The final result will be a more refined study of a sequence of layers than was done in 
northwest:-Greeniand where sequences of 4. years strata:: were follo,,~""ed year~by-year 
at selected points by ,sta'nda,rdmethods of 'sriowstratigraphy (Be~son 1959, Fig.' 36;, 
Benso,n, '1962, Fig. 22, 23,' 24, 25 and data sheets~ especially data sheet #4). " 

, • '." I . ." • 

DetC\.it'ed and annually repeated physical measurements, over an extended area 
surrounding:a station, on snow layers as they are buried will eliminate all uncertainty 
in the interpretation of snow stratigraphy and its dependence ol)micro"'; or mes,o.,.relief 
features. Also, such measurements will provide invaluable information for determin..., 
ing the specific time-dependent mechanisms of densification of snow. We ess'entially, 
have laboratory conditions with known rate of stres s application and known temperature 
condition? The ,e,xper iment is alway!? underway, and converiientl y located at a ,multi
million-dollar res,earch establishment -- the only lacking ingredient :is the experiment
er with a long range plan in his head. ' 

With the preceding parag'raphs' as introduction, the following is a' draft>~f a Sta,tion 
Glaciology program to be used at Byrd and 'the South Pole Stations in Antarctica: and at 
Camp Century in Greenland. It is only a draft, arid critical comment's ~re welcome. 

Stat"ion glaCIology p~ogram 

Topography and accumulation and the relationship between them will be measured 
in ,the r~gion surr.ounding a station by detailed sampling in a system of smaller areas, 
within lar ger areas and by les s detailed sampling in,the larger areas. 

The largest area is to be marked by a cross of a,ccumulation poles with surface
marker plates, as used in Greeniand (Benson, 19?9). ,The cross will center on the 
station and extend 50 km outward in directionsparaUel anc;l perpendicular to., the ,pre
vailing wind,. The poles will be . .spaced 1 km apart on each line. At least once a year 
accumulation will be measured by probing to, the surface r:1arkers" in combination 
with pit studies made year after year at selected points al:ong the lines" as already 
done over a 4-year period in northwest Greenland (:aenson,1959.). , 

At Byrd Station,· one arm of this cross win be identical with the stakes establishe'd 
for Dr. Brandenberger I s program of observing absolute movement of Byrd Station by 
photogrammetric methods (Conference, '1962). 

A square area, 10 km on an edge and parallel w'lth the extended lines, will be 
established arou'nd' the station. Poles will be surveyed into this 'area at 1 km intervals 
on a grid. ' A topographic' map may be made annually <?f thi~ area by photogrammetric 
methods. As a result of discussion'wi~h Dr. Brandenberger ~t is ~xpected that this 
map can be made with a l-m contour interval each year. Some of the stakes ln this 
grid will be the ones used in Dr. Bullis pr'oposedmeas~rement of surface strain at 
Byrd Station (Conference, 1962). ',,'" " ' 

A smaller area of'l krnZ will be establis,he,dwithin the 100-km' area' mentioned 
above., This area will be used for detailed surface-relief. studies' by photograminetric' 
methods with accurate ground control. At Byrd Station" it will center on one of the 
areas to be established by, Dr. Bull.for measuring surf~ce strain. 

Within the 1 kmz area a smaller' one w'ill be established where small-scale relief 
features will be measured in the same manner as done by Long (196l). Detailed ob
servations of the formation and dissipation of sastrugi and dune features will be carried 
On in this area to serve as an aid in the interpretation of such features when seen in 
pit walls or core. 
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As mentioned above, under "Diagenesis of snow strata", it is essential that de
tailed pit-study measurements be made annually within the survey network. In addition 
to stratigraphic data, this will provide valuable information for the study of mechan
isms of densification. 

Seismic studies along the traverses described above will help determine whether 
or not the observed surface relief is controlled by bedrock. Work of this nature has 
already been done at Byrd Station by Bentley. Some aspects of it as summarized by 
Bentley ar e: 

1) Two long-refraction profiles were made at right angles to each other, 
one extending 16 km (March 1957) and the other 22 km (March 1958). Wave velocities 
throughout the ice were measured on both, and velocities in the subglacial rock on the 
latter. ' 

2) A map of ice thickness and surface topography was made of an area 4 x 
9 km with a l-km grid spacing. At each point of the grid seismic reflection shots were 
fired and relative surface elevations determined by transit. 

3) Gravity and magnetic measurements were made on the same grid, and 
extended over another 30 km , including Byrd Station itself. 

This work indicated no relationship between surface relief and the ice -bottom topography. 

Seismic and gravity work must be done in the extended area to determine the slope 
of the bedrock surface for analysis of flow geometry. This work should be coordinated 
with the survey network outlined above. 

This is submitted as a first draft of an overall plan to tie in various aspects of 
glaciological studie s with the de ep-drilling pro gram at Byrd Station. Howeve r, the 
extended-area Station Glaciology study is important for its own sake and should also be 
set in motion at the South Pole Station and at Camp Century in Greenland. The study 
should basically be integrated at N. S. F. level with participation of interested groups 
of qualified people at CRREL, Ohio State University, University of Wisconsin, Uni
versity of Miami, California Institute of Technology, and the University of Alaska. 
Details of handling the program have not been handled here and it is well to close by 
reemphasizing the opening sentence. This is a first draft of what will hopefully b'ecome 
a proposal, or series of proposals, grouped around a single U. S. master plan. 
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